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STUDIES OF POSTOPERATIVE LUNG VOLUME AND LUNG FUNCTION

EARLY POSTOPERATIVE COURSE AFTER INTRATHORACIC OPERATIONS AND HIGH LAPAROTOMY

BY

T. M. SCHEININ

HELSINKI 1958
THE EFFECT OF SODIUM FLUORIDE AND POTASSIUM FLUORIDE SOLUTIONS ON THE SOLUBILITY OF DENTAL ENAMEL

A CHEMICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY

by

ARJE SCHEININ

HELSINKI, 1958
TISSUE EOSINOPHILS AND MAST CELLS
IN THE HUMAN STOMACH WALL
IN NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

BY
TOIMI RÄSÄNEN

HELSINKI 1958
ACOUSTIC AND VESTIBULAR DISTURBANCES FOLLOWING STREPTOMYCIN-TREATED TUBERCULOUS MENINGITIS IN CHILDREN

BY

L. JAAKKO RANTA

HELSINKI 1958
ON THE PLACENTAL TRANSFER OF VITAMIN C

An experimental study on guinea pigs and human subjects

By

NIELS RÄIHÄ

VAMMALA 1958
STUDIES IN THE BACTERICIDAL ACTION OF SALTS OF CERTAIN RARE EARTH METALS

BY

ALI MUROMA

HELSINKI 1958
HISTO-CYTOSLOGICAL MALIGNANCY AND CLINICAL PICTURE IN EPIDERMOID CANCER OF THE LARYNX

BY

ILMARI MULTANEN
ON TUBERCULOUS EYE DISEASES IN BCG VACCINATED INDIVIDUALS

BY

PENTTI MIETTINEN
STUDIES IN THE ACETYLATION OF p-AMINOBENZOIC ACID AND ITS REGULATION BY THE SEX GLANDS IN THE RAT ORGANISM

BY

TAPANI LUUKKAINEN

HELSINKI 1958
STUDIES ON PROTEIN-BOUND CARBOHYDRATES IN HUMAN SERUM AND URINE IN PROTEINURIA

BY

B. LAURENT

HELSINKI 1958
ANATOMICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF CROWN GALL IN THREE HOST SPECIES

SIRKKA KUPILA

HELPSINKI 1958
SKIN ARTHROPLASTY
IN THE LIGHT OF ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
FUNCTIONAL METAPLASIA OF CONNECTIVE
TISSUE

BY
KAUKO O. KETTUNEN

EJNAR MUNKSGAARD
COPENHAGEN 1958
INTRAVENOUS FAT EMULSIONS

PREPARATION OF EMULSIONS AND DISAPPEARANCE OF INTRAVENOUSLY INJECTED FAT FROM THE CIRCULATION IN CHILDREN

BY

OLLI KAUSTE

HELSINKI 1958
TILLÄMPNINGEN
AV
LAGEN OM STERILISERING I FINLAND
kastreringarna obeaktade
AV MEDICINALSTYRELSEN BEHANDLADE FALL
AV
C. A. BORGSTRÖM
With an English Summary
EFFECTS OF THE FINNISH SAUNA
BATH ON THE ELECTROLYTE
EXCRETIONS AND THE RENAL
CLEARANCES

BY

ERKKI HAAPANEN

HELSINKI 1958
THE MOTHERS
of
SCHIZOPHRENIC PATIENTS

A STUDY OF THE PERSONALITY AND THE MOTHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIP OF 100 MOTHERS AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE FACTORS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN COMPARISON WITH HEREDITY

by
YRJÖ O. ALANEN

HELSINKI 1958
ELEKTROPHYSIOLOGISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN ÜBER DIE THERMORECEPTOREN DER GESICHTSHAUT

von

KURT K. A. BOMAN

Vammala 1958
PHARMAKOLOGISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN ÜBER DIE TOXIZITÄT UND
DIE ANTAGONISTEN DER SYNTHETISCHEN ANTIKOAGULANTIEN

VON

EINO V. VENHO

HELSINKI 1959
THE ACETYLCHOLINE CONTENT
AND CHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITIES IN THE
RABBIT HEART IN EXPERIMENTAL
HEART FAILURE AND THE EFFECT OF
g-STROPHANTHIN TREATMENT UPON THEM

BY

PERTTI TORSTI

HELSINKI 1959
SARCOMA
INCIDENCE AND RESULTS OF TREATMENT
A STUDY BASED ON 568 HISTOLOGICALLY VERIFIED CASES SEEN AT THE CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF RADIOTHERAPY IN HELSINKI
BY
MAURI ROUKKULA
Helsinki 1959
TETANY AND PREGNANCY
A CLINICAL STUDY

BY
BENGT MEYER

HELSINKI — HELSINGFORS
1959
LAURI MERENMIES

ZUM MECHANISMUS DER HAUTTUMORBILDUNG BEI MÄUSEN
UNTERSUCHT MIT HILFE EINIGER NICHTIONISIERBAREN OBERFLÄCHENAKTIVEN TUMORAUSLÖSERSUBSTANZEN
MUTIPLE PRIMARY CANCER
A CLINICAL-STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION
BASED ON 650 CASES

BY

KAI MALMIO

HELSINKI 1959
DEGRADATION OF RIBONUCLEIC ACID BY FUNGUS EXTRACTS

BY

REINO MÄKITALO

HELSINKI 1959

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
FUNCTION TEST FOR
PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL CIRCULATORY INSUFFICIENCY
IN THE LOWER EXTREMITIES IN
OBSTRUCTIVE ARTERIAL DISEASE

BY

BJÖRN L. LINDSTRÖM
THE MOTOR UNIT POTENTIAL IN SEVERELY PARETIC MUSCLES AFTER ACUTE ANTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS

AN ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDY USING FATIGUE EXPERIMENTS

BY

CASTOR LINDQVIST

EJNAR MUNKSGAARD
COPENHAGEN 1959
NASOPHARYNGEAL ANGIOFIBROMA

A CLINICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY

BY

RISTO A. HÄRMÄ

HELSINKI 1959
THE MAST CELL COUNT IN THE SUBEPITHELIAL TISSUE OF THE LARYNX, TRACHEA AND BRONCHI OF HUMAN EMBRYOS

BY

BERTEL GRAHNE

Helsingfors 1959
INVESTIGATIONS ON MUMPS VIRUS

PROPAGATION OF MUMPS VIRUS IN CHICK EMBRYOS
DURING SERIAL ALLANTOIC PASSAGES
WITH UNDILUTED INOCULA

BY

KARI CANTELL

HELSDIN 1959
ON THE APOPLECTIC CONDITIONS OCCURRING AMONG BRAIN INJURED VETERANS

ESPECIALLY REGARDING THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INJURY AND THE VASCULAR ACCIDENT

BY

ERIK E. ANTINEN

HELSINKI 1959
A PAPER ELECTROPHORETIC STUDY ON HUMAN TEAR PROTEINS IN NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

BY

ULF KRAUSE

Helsingfors 1959
ACUTE EXPERIMENTAL INFECTIONS
IN MICE

QUANTITATIVE MICROBIAL STUDIES

BY

TIMO KOSUNEN

Helsinki 1959
SERUM LIPIDS IN YOUNG MEN
DURING MILITARY SERVICE

BY

AARNE KONTTINEN

HELSINKI 1959
KRANKHEITSPROJEKTILE
UNTERSUCHUNG ÜBER EINE URTÜMLICHE
KRANKHEITSERKLÄRUNG

VON
LAURI HONKO

HELSINKI 1959
AFTER-EFFECTS OF BRAIN-INJURIES

RESEARCH ON THE SYMPTOMS CAUSING INVALIDISM OF PERSONS IN FINLAND HAVING SUSTAINED BRAIN-INJURIES DURING THE WARS OF 1939–1940 AND 1941–1944

BY
EERO HILLBOM

HELSINKI 1959
APLASIA AND HYPOPLASIA OF THE RADIUS

Studies on 64 Cases and on Epiphyseal Transplantation in Rabbits with the Imilated Deject

BY

HENRIK V. A. HEIKEL

Helsingfors 1959
MAST CELLS IN THE WALL OF THE ALIMENTARY CANAL

A QUANTITATIVE STUDY ON HUMAN FETUSES AND MAN

BY

SAM LINDHOLM

Helsingfors 1959
ALTER, GEBURTENZAHL UND GYNÄKOLOGISCHE KRANKHEITEN

VON

ERIK KROKFORS

HELSINKI 1959
EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL ALTERATIONS OF THE THYROID FUNCTION ON THE ADRENAL MEDULLA OF THE MOUSE

BY

VÄINÖ K. HOPSU

TO BE PUBLICLY DISCUSSED, BY PERMISSION OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, IN LECTURE ROOM XII ON MARCH 19, 1960 AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON

PERIODICA
COPENHAGEN 1960
THE MITOTIC AND RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF CYSTEINE AND LYSINE IN RAT

BY

LARS R. HOLSTI

HELSINKI 1960
BUFFER CAPACITY AND ACID-BASE BALANCE OF BLOOD
EFFECTS OF BLOOD LOSS AND SOME INFUSION FLUIDS ON RABBIT BLOOD

BY

PEKKA-T. HARJOLA

HELSINKI 1960
COLLAGENOUS SUTURE MATERIAL IN SURGERY OF THE CORNEA AND SCLERA

AN EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDY

BY

TAUNO LARMI

HELSINKI 1960
HAEMOPHILIA

A STUDY OF ITS LABORATORY, CLINICAL, GENETIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS BASED ON KNOWN HAEMOPHILIACS IN FINLAND

BY

EERO IKKALA

UNC at Chapel Hill

HELSINKI 1960
MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN MACROSCOPICALLY NORMAL AND PYELONEPHRITIC KIDNEYS OF CHILDREN

BY

AMOS PASTERNACK

HELSINKI 1960
AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY ON CANCER OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

A STUDY BASED ON 7078 CASES

by

Johanna Pernu

HELSINKI 1960
COXA VARA INFANTUM

BY

PAULI V. PYLKKÄNEN
LATE EFFECT OF 200r WHOLE BODY ROENTGEN IRRADIATION ON RATS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ORGAN WEIGHTS, MITOTIC FREQUENCY AND LYMPHOCYTE SIZE

BY SEPPO SIPILA

HELSINKI 1960
SUBTALAR ARTHRODESIS IN
POLIOMYELITIS
A CLINICAL STUDY ON TRIPLE ARTHRODESIS WITH AND
WITHOUT SIMULTANEOUS TENDON TRANSFER IN 211
ADULT FEET, INCLUDING SOME CASES OF LAMBRINUDI'S
ARTHRODESIS FOR DROP-FOOT

BY
RALF LINDHOLM

Helsinki 1960
STUDIES ON STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS
IN HELSINKI

THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHAGE TYPES AND ANTIBIOTICS,
AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH CERTAIN OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

BY

PIRJO MÄKELÄ

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELNSINKI 1960

LIBRARY N. Y. ACADEMY OF MED.
ÜBER DIE ERYTHROBLASTENPROLIFERATION BEI STIMULIERTER ERYTHROPOESE

KNOCHENMARKSUNTERSUCHUNGEN AN COLCHICINVERGIFTETEN RATTEN BEI HYPOXIE, NACH BLUTUNG UND NACH INJEKTION VON ERYTHROPOETISCH AKTIVEM PLASMA (ERYTHROPOETIN)

VON

CARL MÖLLER

HELSINKI 1960
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD VESSELS OF HUMAN GLIOBLASTOMA MULTIFORME

COMPARATIVE STUDIES USING PLASTIC CASTING, ANGIOGRAPHY, LIGHT MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, AND WITH REFERENCE TO SOME OTHER BRAIN TUMOURS

BY

STIG NYSTRÖM

Helsingfors 1960
AMINOACIDURIA IN VARIOUS TYPES OF RICKETS

A STUDY BY THE HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROPHORETIC TECHNIQUE

BY

J. K. VISAKORPI

Helsinki 1960
GENITAL TUBERCULOSIS IN WOMEN

CLINICAL EXPERIENCES WITH 348 PROVED CASES

BY

OLLI YLINEN

Helsinki 1960
REGENERATION OF DEFECTS IN THE CALVARIA
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

BY
KARI SIROLA

HELSINKI 1960
THE EFFECT OF NORADRENALINE INFUSION ON THE SKIN TEMPERATURE IN HUMAN LIMBS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE VARIABILITY OF ACRAL CIRCULATION

BY

ARTO SIVULA

Helsinki 1961
OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE
BLOOD VOLUME, RED CELLS AND
ERYTHROPOIESIS IN PATIENTS WITH
LUNG CANCER

A PRE- AND POSTOPERATIVE STUDY

By

K. E. J. KYLLÖNEN

Kaarlo Eino Johannes

HELSINKI 1961
EXFOLIATIVE CYTOLOGY
IN GASTRIC MALIGNANCY

With special reference
to the diagnostic significance of nuclear size
and mitotic frequency

BY

KARI SEPPÄLÄ

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library
Helsinki 1961

LIBRARY N. Y. ACADEMY MED.
EFFECT OF THE FINNISH SAUNA BATH
ON THE MATERNAL BLOOD CIRCULATION AND FLUID
AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE IN TOXEMIA OF
LATE PREGNANCY

BY
PAAVO PYSTYNEN

HELSEINKI 1961
ENDOCRINE RESPONSE TO TUBERCULOSIS IN THE GUINEA-PIG

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY WITH RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS

By

SIRKKA LEHTO

HELSINKI 1961
IHMISEN OLKA- JA LONKKA-NIVELTEN LIIKELAAJUUDET ERI IKÄKAUSINA

LAURI SAARIO

JYVÄSKYLÄ 1961
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES
ON VITAL AND POST-MORTEM
SKIN WOUNDS

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON MEDICOLEGALLY
SIGNIFICANT VITAL REACTIONS IN AN EARLY PHASE OF
WOUND HEALING

BY

JYRKI RAEKALLIO

HELSINKI 1961
PROLONGATION OF THE FIRST STAGE OF LABOUR AND THE PROGNOSIS OF THE MOTHER AND THE CHILD

by

OLAVI SOININEN

VAMMALA 1961
STUDIES ON THE ULTRAFILTRABILITY
OF SERUM SODIUM AND POTASSIUM

BY

SIMO SALMINEN

HELSINKI 1961
EFFECT OF SOME SACCHARIDES ON THE RECOVERY OF THE HEART AFTER ELECTIVE CARDIAC ARREST WITH POTASSIUM CITRATE

BY

LEO TELIVUO

HELSINKI 1961
TOTAL POLYSACCHARIDE AND MUCOPROTEIN LEVELS OF THE SERUM AND THE DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE CORONARY DISEASES

BY

ENSIO TAIPALE

Helsinki 1961
THERAPEUTIC RESULTS IN PRIMARY GLAUCOMA

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO TONOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS

by

ERKKI TUOVINEN
NERVOUS AND VASCULAR INFLUENCE ON LONGITUDINAL GROWTH OF BONE
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON RABBITS

HENRY TROUPP

EJNAR MUNKSGAARD
COPENHAGEN 1961
FREE AUTOPLASTIC BONE GRAFTING IN MANDIBULAR DEFECT FRACTURES

A STUDY ON JAW INJURIES SUSTAINED IN THE FINNISH WARS OF 1939–1944, BASED ON CASE RECORDS AND ON CLINICAL AND ROENTGENOGRAPHICAL FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS

BY

INGMAR VIRTANEN

HELSINKI 1961
THE EFFECT OF ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION OF SOME SPECTRAL WAVEBANDS ON THE MAST CELL COUNT IN THE SKIN

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON MICE

BY

ERKKI J. VALTONEN

HELSINKI 1961
ONNI VAUHKONEN

SAIRAALA-
KUSTANNUSTEN
TASAUS

Sosiaalipoliittinen tutkimus
sairaalakustannusten tasauksesta Suomessa
erityisesti terveydenhuollon kannalta

UNC Chapel Hill
Health Sciences Library

HELSINKI 1961
THE OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY

BY ARRESTING OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS WITHOUT CHANGE IN ILLUMINATION

BY

HANNU VOIPIO

HELSINKI 1961
CIRCULATORY STUDIES IN SLOWLY DEVELOPING ANAEMIAS

EVANS BLUE DYE DILUTION CURVES,
ROENTGENOLOGIC HEART VOLUME DETERMINATIONS,
AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS IN
THE ANAEMIC STATE AND ON RECOVERY

BY

HEIKKI BÄCKMAN

MIKKELI 1961
DER VERLAUF
DER SCHIZOPHRENien UND DER
SCHIZOPHRENIFORMEN PSYCHOSEN


VON

K. A. ACHTÉ

Wird mit Genehmigung der Medizinischen Fakultät der Universität Helsinki am 29 April 1961 Um 12 Uhr im Auditorium XII zur öffentlichen Verteidigung vorgelegt.
RENAL PAPILLARY NECROSIS

A CLINICAL STUDY OF 103 CASES

BY

NILS HULTENGREN

Stockholm. Karolinska Institutet
19 MAJ 1961

UNC Chapel Hill Health Sciences Library

STOCKHOLM 1961
THE HORMONAL CONTROL OF THE AMOUNTS OF THE TISSUE COMPONENTS OF THE PROSTATE

A HISTOQUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION PERFORMED ON RATS

BY

ILKKA ARVOLA

HELSINKI 1961
THE PROBLEM OF
THE ANTIBODY NATURE OF THE
RHEUMATOID FACTOR

BY

KIMMO AHO

HELSINKI 1961
REGENERATION CAPACITY OF THE
SUBMANDIBULAR GLAND
IN RAT AND MOUSE

BY
ANTTI ALHO

HELSINKI 1961
RENAL HAEMODYNAMICS
AND
HEART VOLUME
IN
NORMAL PREGNANCY

BY

TERTTU GYLLING

HELSINKI 1961
BILLROTH II GASTRECTOMY IN
THE TREATMENT OF
GASTRODUODENAL ULCER
A CLINICAL STUDY BASED ON 725 CASES

BY
EERO JUUSELA

TAMPERE 1961
THE EFFECT OF ETHANOL ON THE TOXICITY OF HEXOBARBITAL, THIOPENTAL, MORPHINE, ATROPINE AND SCOPOLAMINE
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON MICE

BY

RISTO EEROLA

HELSINKI 1961
ALLOXAN DIABETES IN THE PREGNANT MOUSE

Its effect on the offspring and particularly on their eyes

BY

M. KOSKENOJA

HELSINKI 1961
FRAC TURES
OF CONDYLOID PROCESS
OF MANDIBLE

A CLINICAL, PANTOMOGRAPHIC AND ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDY

by

ANTTI EKHOLM

HELSINKI 1961
DIE HERZINFARKTFREQUENZ

in einem Material der Bevölkerung von Helsinki während der Jahre 1945–1952

von

OLEG GORBATOW

HELSINKI – HELSINGFORS 1961
HEXOSAMINE AND SIALIC ACID
IN THE PLASMA AND URINE
OF THE RAT

EFFECTS OF PARTIAL HEPATECTOMY,
LIGATION OF THE BILE DUCT AND
EXPERIMENTAL NEPHROSIS

BY

TATU MIETTINEN

HELSINKI 1961
SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF SERUM LIPIDS IN HEALTHY MEN

BY

JOUKO PALOHEIMO

HELSINKI 1961
EFFECT OF INDUCED
HYPER- AND HYPOTHYROIDISM ON
EXPERIMENTAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS
IN COCKERELS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN ACID MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDES AND
ATHEROSCLEROSIS

BY

YRJÖ PERTTALA

HELSINKI 1961
HEART DAMAGE IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HYPOThERMIA, WITH OR WITHOUT COMPLICATING CARDIAC OPERATIONS
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC AND PATHOLOGICO-ANATOMIC OBSERVATIONS, WITH SOME DATA ON CIRCULATORY AND BLOOD CHANGES

BY

H. S. SAMULI SARAJAS

The Wenner-Gren Cardiovascular Research Laboratory,
and the Department of Pathology, Royal Veterinary College, Stockholm, Sweden
and
The Institute of Physiology, the Institute of Forensic Medicine,
University of Helsinki
and the Wihuri Research Institute, Helsinki, Finland